In this paper we define interval-valued relations. It is defined reflexive, symmetric and T-transitive properties of interval-valued relations, and the transitive closure of an interval-valued relation. Finally, we propose a algorithm to compute the transitive closure. Some examples are given and some properties are studied.
Introduction
Fuzzy sets, FS, were introduced by Zadeh in 1.965 [9] . Since then many generalizations were been proposed to model the uncertainty and the vagueness. Those extensions on fuzzy sets have found many applications in literature [2, 7] specially the interval-valued FS, because sometimes it is to an expert to model the uncertain knowledge assigning an interval to objects in a universe, than to assigning a membership degree. This paper introduces the concept of interval-valued relations, and some important properties, as reflexivity, symmetry and t-transitivity. The main result is the introduction of the of the concept of interval-valued fuzzy relation, its t-transitive closure and a few methods to compute it.
Preliminaries
Type-2 fuzzy sets, FS2, [10, 11, 12] were introduced by Zadeh. A Type-2 fuzzy set on a universe of discourse X, FS2, is a fuzzy set whose membership function is another fuzzy set on [0,1]. With this membership function we can model the uncertainty and the vagueness of linguistic variables giving a "membership interval":
Althoung they are very versatile they are difficult to handle.
Goguen [4] defined a L-fuzzy sets on X as follows:
is a lattice. L-fuzzy sets are a special case of type-2 fuzzy sets.
Intuitionistic fuzzy sets on X, IFS, [1] are a simple generalization of fuzzy sets, FS. In intuitionistic fuzzy sets each element has a membership degree, μ, and a nonmembership degree, ν. They satisfy:
Atanassov [1] defined the L-intuitionistic fuzzy sets, L − IFS, interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy sets,
IVIFS.
A L-intuitionistic fuzzy set is a mapping:
Interval-valued fuzzy sets, IVFS, were introduced in 60s by Grattan-Guinness [5] , Jahn [6] , Sambuc [8] y Zadeh [10] . They are a extension of FSs where the membership value between 0 and 1 is replaced by intervals in [0,1]. They allow to model the uncertainty and the vagueness easily because sometimes is easier for experts to give an interval than a membership degree to objects on a universe X.
Interval-valued fuzzy sets
Definition 2.1 An interval-valued fuzzy set, A, in a universe X is a mapping:
be a lattice that satisfies: [1, 1] are the smallest and the greatest element in L respectively.
Definition 2.3 Let X be a universe and A and B two interval-valued fuzzy sets. It is defined the equality of interval-valued FS [3] as:
A = B if A(x) = L B(x) ∀x ∈ X.
Definition 2.4 Let X be a universe and A and B two interval-valued fuzzy sets. It is defined the inclusion of interval-valued FS [3] as:
Definition 2.5 A negation function for interval-valued fuzzy sets [3] , N , is a decreasing function, N : L → L, that satisfies:
Example 2.1 Let N be a mapping defined by involutive:
Then N is a negation operator for interval-valued fuzzy sets. It is easy to prove that:
Definition 2.6 A generalized t-norm function [3] , T , is a increasing, commutative, y associative operator, T :
Due to monotony, it is easy to show:
We can also define the right-continuous.
Definition 2.8 [3] A generalized t-norm operator, T , is t-representable in L I there are two t-norms: T 1 and T 2 (T 1 , T 2 , in ([0,1],≤)) that satisfy:
Definition 2.9 [3] A generalized t-conorm, C, is a function increasing, commutative, y associative operator, C : L 2 → L, that satisfies:
3 Interval-valued relations Definition 3.1 Let X 1 and X 2 be two universes. An interval-valued relation, R, is a mapping:
In the rest of the paper, it is considered that X 1 = X 2 = X. In addition, we suppose that X is finite with cardinality n.
It is denoted R xy to R(x, y) . Let R and R by two fuzzy relations on
Definition 3.4 Let T be a generalized t-norm operator and an interval-valued relation, R, is T-transitive if:
If T is t-representable with T 1 and T 2 we obtain:
Let v i ∈ L be, we define the function centroid as follows:
We define the function maximum L as follows:
Definition 3.7 Let R and S be two relations IVFS. We define its composition as follows:
y), S(y, z))
Definition 3.8 Let T be a generalized t-norm , in L and a interval-valued relation, R, in an finite universe, the transitive closure of R, R T , is a relation that satisfies:
Proof.
Proof. Let S 1 and S 2 be two relations. Let us suppose that are transitive closures of R. According to definition 3.8:
Lemma 3.3 Let R be an interval-valued relation in a universe X and an arbitrary t-norm, T . Then the transitive closure of R, R T , always exists.
Proof. We define Ω = {S transitives | R ⊆ S}. We define S * (x, y) = inf S∈Ω S(x, y). We have to prove that S * is transitive. Due to monotony we obtain:
T (S * (x, y), S * (y, z)) = L T (inf S1∈Ω S 1 (x, y), inf S2∈Ω S 2 (x, y)) T (S * (x, y), S * (y, z)) ≤ L inf S1∈Ω inf S2∈Ω T (S 1 (x, y), S 2 (x, y)) T (S * (x, y), S * (y, z)) ≤ L inf S∈Ω T (S(x, y), S(x, y)) = S * (x, z) Proposition 3.1 Let X be an arbitrary universe. If T is a left-continuous t-norm, then it satisfies:
We express R 2 = R • T R, R 3 = R 2 • T R and so on. Theorem 3.1 Let X be an arbitrary universe. If T is a leftcontinuous t-norm, the transitive closure of R, R T , is:
Proof. Let S = ∀k R (k)T . According to proposition 3.1:
Moreover, if R ⊆ S and S is T-transitive, then again by lemma 3.1 it holds that:
Theorem 3.2 Let X a finite universe with cardinality n. The transitive closure of R, R T , is:
due to T ≤ min. If k > n the strength of any path can reduced to the strength of a path of length n at most. This shows that cases k > n need not be considered.
due to the monoticity of T .
Algorithm to compute the transitive closure of an interval-valued fuzzy relations
Let R be an interval-valued relation in a universe X with cardinality n. We can compute R T using the next algorithm:
for(i=1;i<n;i++) for(j=1;j<n;j++) for(k=1;k<n;k++) R(j,k)=maximun(R(j,k),T(R(j,i),R(i,k))) 
Conclusions
The paper introduces the concept of t-transitive closure. An algorithm to compute the t-transitive closure of an interval-valued fuzzy relations is given.
